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Burundi is a very ancient Tutsi Jewish nation. Not such many countries in Africa and in the world have this privilege of historical, geographical, political,
cultural and religious continuity over such a long period, from practically the Bronze Age until recently, in 1920. This country and its people were
administered under the "Law of Moses" and the "Constitutions of Israel" for over 3250 years. Burundi is actually part of the last biblical kingdoms
housing the famous "King Solomon's Mines" which are located on the southern borders of the "Biblical Triangle of Africa" (BTA), which geodesy extends
"from the Nile to the Euphrates." The "Crusades" of "medieval" kind which were recently launched towards the Jewish Kingdoms of the “Mountains of
the Moon” in Central Africa by the late nineteenth century, have illegally and illegitimately outlawed the Constitutions of Israel and the mosaics
Institutions in Burundi. Yet, they do not weight much when compared to the longevity and the amplitude of the Tutsi biblical heritage in Burundi, the
realm of “Eretz Goshen” (in Hebrew), "the land of milk and honey” (“Igihugu c’amata n’ubuki ", in the local Kushitic-Yiddish idiom). Today, a political
party called UPRONA claims to be the designated custodian of the legacy of the Tutsi, while aligning among its glories the sin of sins which consists in
making its fame by putting an end to the law of Moses, to have destroyed the Solomonic Monarchy of Burundi and to have outlawed the Jewish
institutions in Burundi (under the code name of ‘Progress’). This means that the Uprona party has literally been working as a "modern personification of
Titus", who made his fame by destroying the Second Jewish Temple; they are the "secular arm of the Inquisition" persisting in destroying the "Talmud"
and the "Talmudists, the great- grandchildren of the Pharisees." We must therefore examine the ins and outs of such a theft (“Uprona represents the
Tutsi”) which is unfortunately broadcasted and amplified without any check and sometimes on purpose, by international media (local reporters know
who’s who). It’s time to bring a new light to the knowledge of Uprona, by using accurate timeline of dates and events that led to the founding of this
group, to the definition of its objectives, its convoluted developments and its modus operandi, yesterday and today.
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BURUNDI

THE HUTU-NAZI CONCORDANCE TABLE
« THE 49 POINTS »
INTRODUCTION AUX SEPT POMMES DE DISCORDE ENTRE L’UPRONA ET LES BATUTSI

EDITORIAL
“The very reason behind the dramatic failure of the Christian Mission in Burundi is the castbased arrogance of the Batutsi and their borderless racial arrogance” (Hans Meyer, Die
Barundi, 1916, p.181)
“We have very little chance to make any progress among the Barundi and to give the Gospel a
sustainable basis as long as the Batutsi will be the rulers of their country; yet the mission
keeps up its tireless efforts here. The work of the missionaries is critically at the same level in
the Batutsi States of Rwanda and Buha” (Id.)
“Only time can tell whether the chance to convert the Batutsi of Burundi to Christianity will
ever show up in a better daylight. That time will very likely come when the power of the
Batutsi Masters will be definitely crashed down” (Ibid, p.182)
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Setting the Scene

I don’t see a monument at Babi Yar
I only see a steep hill
I’m scary
(Free translation of a 1962 poem by
Evtouchenko. A Russian Poet)

Je ne vois pas de monument à Babi Yar
Je ne vois qu’une pente abrupte
J’ai peur
(Evtouchenko. Poète Russe. 1962)

A personal Experience
As far as I remember from my early childhood, my parents, my siblings and myself, we never enjoyed a feeling of safety and equal opportunities
in our ancestor’s homeland. Yet I was born in a distinguished Tutsi family, with Grandpas and Grandmas of utmost standing and fame in the Tutsi
traditional society, I mean before the “Bazungu” [White people] came in and took over both the land and the laws of land, overnight. In addition
to their agro-industrial skills as Tutsi Patricians, which means land owners and cattle keepers, my ancestors were of Royal descent by birth,
Governors of States, Generals of Army and Magistrates, from father to sons, since centuries and thousands of years. When I opened my eyes
over this world and began to speak the mother tongue by way of enjoying and repeating what I could hear of the beautiful tunes that fed my
bedtime, all these prestigious deeds of the forefathers were slowly vanishing as real facts and assuredly being turned into sorrowful
remembrances of the old time, before to become matters of words and myths. Two generations ago, something bad had happened. A hurricane
of paramount violence had taken away the generation of my great-grand father’s pride, leaving his offspring in a kind of unprecedented
perplexity; and at the time I was born, a second hurricane was into action. The first hurricane was called “colonialism”, another word for “intracontinental slavery”, and the second one was called “independence”, another word for “Civil War”.
Uncertainty, perplexity and fear were my childhood’s every day experience. I remember, when I was 3 years, of regular rounds of airplanes both
civilian and military, like helicopters, roaming the sky of our countryside, and sometimes flying very low, almost on the level of the trees of our
family vineyard, and making such a big noise that we thought that our village was targeted for air attacks. We could even see the pilot and his
fellow partners. They were all White. Then my old brothers and sisters would jump over me and pull me in hiding. I was so scary and panicky that
it was quite impossible to reach the house without stumbling on a rock or falling in a ditch which could result in a broken arm or in a distorted
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foot. Rumors among the grown up siblings and cousins put it that, we the kids were targeted for abduction, and the adults could just be killed by
special arrows launched from these flying engines. By that daytime, my father had left very early with the cattle, and after mid-day he would be
performing his community leadership and magistrate counseling tasks. Once in a while, he would be collecting information and facts related to
the next attacks from Hutu, and would spend other hours designing with his closest cousins and friends the possible destination of escape, just
in case the announced invasion of hutu killers would materialize. Because there were all the time rumors about the next Hutu uprising, a
shorthand for “killing the Tutsi”. My mother was mostly in the fields, working with a team of paid workers to prepare the ground for the next
sowing season or leading the harvest of beans, wheat, sorghum or vegetable. At the evening meal, we would have a whole lecture about the
threatening situation in the country and abroad, and all was about massacre, expulsions, deportations, pre-emptive escapes for the Tutsi.
Rwanda had just sent us hundred thousands of Tutsi expelled in horrible conditions, along with testimonies of women and children sliced with
machetes by their Hutu neighbors, and elderly Tutsi burned alive in the houses by enraged Hutu mobs mobilized by White catholic bishops and
priests, under the protection of Belgian paratroopers.
We were instructed about what to do in case of a massive Hutu attacks, and the way we had to hide separately in the woods by day, and in the
valleys by night; and at a designed time, how and when to meet again in the thickest part of our vineyard as a way to make sure that everybody
was still alive every day. The signal codes to use by day and those to use by nighttime were to be kept in mind and regularly updated. The
highest risk of the attacks was when the Catholic holidays were upcoming. Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, Ascension, Assumption, and so on, were
said to be the likely time for us to be slaughtered. Priests and Nuns were never to be greeted or approached. A sound of the motorcar or the
motorcycle on the main road was the signal to run away from “the kidnapper priest”, who was given the nickname “Mutindya” in the local
language, which meant “the one who eats dead people”. All kinds of tales circulated about ghosts roaming around the parish, secret meeting of
cannibals feeding up over dead bodies stolen from their graves in the church cemetery. If a danger was being planned against us ever, it was
supposed all the time to be from his headquarters, the Parish or the Mission. His local agents were the Catechists, and the members of his
militias called Chiro, the Militias of Mary, the Christian Unionists, all these people who used to hang out around the mission and that the
suspicious Tutsi of my parents’ generation called “the vagabonds” (imihirimbiri, or imburakimazi).
These were some of the widely shared fears among the mountaineers Tutsi communities of my country. They deeply shaped my mind since very
young, and when the killings of the Tutsi materialized later in 1988, I was not surprised at all. I knew it had to happen soon or later. The surprise
came to me when the curve of my ‘modern’ career brought me in touch with western societies, where I started reading the western press
related to my country and its history. There, the story of the Tutsi-Hutu conflicts was completely different from what I personally knew. In the
country, the Hutu were the killers and the Tutsi were the victims. In the Western press, the Tutsi were the killers and the Hutu were the victims.
In the Western press, the Tutsi were described as weird strangers and violent invaders, and the Hutu were the peaceful owners of the country,
who lived under a “feudal” rule imposed to them by the Tutsi warring lords. In Burundi, the Hutu were obviously the strangers, sometimes with a
refugee status (abagererwa) sometimes without such a status (abahutu), sometimes with a work permit as a way to survive (abasuku); they
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were constantly coming in from the Western parts of Africa in search for food or protection. In Burundi the Tutsi were the indigenous population
(Abasangwabutaka, benigihgu, beninka), who had inherited this beautiful land, a land flowing of milk and honey (a literally verified token in
Burundi), a land described as the Eden Garden in the Holy Scriptures; the Tutsi were proud to trace their origins to the mythical time going back
to the time of the creation (Ibimanuka; Abavejuru). The Tutsi were cattle owners and keepers from forefathers to sons, as it is said of the
offspring of Abraham, the patriarch Heber (Abahebera). I could not believe what I was reading in the Western press. Something was wrong, and
it consisted mostly with “words”.
Newspapers, Magazines, books, Radio and television, all these powerful systems of social and political education and communications dealing
with “words”, were right about everything else, except this very topic. When it came to the Tutsi spots, the words and their meaning, the
pictures, the timelines, the inter-tribal associations, all these matters were twisted, reversed, diffracted, obliterated, and obfuscated without any
limit. The result on the international level for decision-making was of paramount impact. I told myself that there should be a reason for such a
tremendous gap between the Tutsi facts and the western reports of the facts. It would take me a quarter of my whole life to figure out what was
wrong. Now as I write down this paper, I know I have found part of the answer. Only after completing a broad review of the history of the World
civilization, and the way this history reflects, crosses and contradicts the Tutsi history and civilization were I able to get the point. The idea of the
chart in 49 points that I have put together comes from these long-nurtured observations and studies.
I’m not satisfied with popular “words”. For example, when one spells the word “Genocide” the first concept that comes in the listener’s mind is
“Nazi”, “Hitler”, “Jews”, “Germany”, “Poland”, etc. When the word “Genocide” is spelled in an African context, the first pack of associated
concepts are “Tutsi”, “Hutu”, “Rwanda”. “Burundi” is never associated with “Tutsi Genocide” rather it is associated with the opposite. Rwanda is
subtly separated from Burundi. All these gaps are a result of “word twisting”. The Tutsi are no more a same trans-bordering people, and facts are
isolated from each side to the next, as some leaders and scholars tried to do with the Jews in the different countries of settlement, throughout
history. Because of twisted words and pictures trafficking, the world got confused about the Tutsi of Burundi. Over time, I gave up with
explanations and clarifications and I decided to draw a simple chart, the easiest one that the slowest reader would assuredly comprehend within
ten minutes. In the Chart below, nothing is theoretical. Every row is a comprehensive formula of an inductive process dealing with ground facts.
Whoever decides to honestly investigate the connection between the two geographical contexts of Genocide (Europe & Africa), soon or later,
will come up with a chart like the one set up below. I called it the “Nazi-Hutu Concordance Table” (NHCT). It is not an easy surrender to what is
commonly called the “Godwin effect”. It is a comprehensive work that required an accumulation of facts and features in such amount that they
could fill up a whole encyclopedia. It actually is an entire program of research and publication that the NHCT launches without saying it, and the
current situation of crisis occurring in Burundi, right now, is nothing less than one of the strongest illustration of the way this Chart is innovating.
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Burundi Today: The Country of Slaughter

A TUTSI WOMAN WHO SURVIVED THE WORST ORDEAL EVER FROM HUTU MILITIAS IN BURUNDI, THE CNDD-FDD (NOW ON POWER)

Everything started when my old Dad passed away. We undertook the trip to my birthplace, Kayanza [for the burial service], it was on a
Saturday of July 1999. On Sunday, we made the trip back, and when we reached the Bugarama district about 3:00 PM, we heard a big noise
of shooting; we looked outside and saw a “kadogo” [child-soldier] carrying a gun [later identified as KV AK47], and shooting in semiautomatic mode [the technical words were added by the editor of Bujumbura News website which published this testimony in the April 21
edition].
Suddenly, my husband who was driving got a bullet in his left arm, and we were forced to stop. Then we saw a multitude of armed people
[hutu militias] wearing wild clothes, who ordered us to get out of the car!!! We were 4 people: my husband, myself, and our children,
Camille and Ariella. Camille was 13 years old, and Arielle was 8 years old. My husband was bleeding and he was tied-up on a tree, Camille
also. But me and my daughter [Arielle] we were ordered to stay immobile. We were shaking of fear. Suddenly the chieftain arrived, and
everybody saluted him and stepped away at a distance of about 50 meters. They turned their face in the opposite direction and presented
to us only their back. We were surrounded by these people, and the leader said looking at me; today, I’m going to enjoy the taste of the
Tutsi [women]. My husband and my son were [attached on trees] at a distance of 5 meters.
(The Testimony was published on the website: Bujumbura.be, on April 21, 2014)
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Both of them saw him taking away my clothes. He removed my panties, I couldn’t do anything about it, I was weeping, and so
desperate, he ordered 3 among his gang to catch the heads of my husband and my children, so that they couldn’t miss a single detail
of the horrible things he was doing to me. I was screaming a lot, and this chieftain told me: “you want them to die before to watch
the spectacle?” I hushed up and he throw me on the ground and did to me all kinds of abomination things in front of my beloved.
Another told my husband: “is it the way you do [sex] with her?” After he finished, another came, put me standing upright and told
me: “you, the Tutsi women, you are said to taste very well, I’m going to check it by myself”. And he assaulted me in such a violent
manner about 10 minutes; and when the third one came, I was so exhausted that I could no more stand on my feet. He told me: “I
want to take my turn as well” “what do you thing, are you able to make a [special] effort so that I finish [my sexual turn], or do you
want me to go to your little daughter?” I then tried to make the ultimate effort since I was dying at all, hoping that my beloved ones
could eventually be spared and survive. He didn’t go through the normal way [vagina] he went through the anal way; he kept
repeating to my husband: “you, little [degenerate] Tutsi guy, don’t you see that this woman was still a virgin? See the blood that is
splashing up? As to my old kid [Camille], he had already fainted. When he finished me, I fainted myself. They urinated into my mouth
and I recovered my consciousness. At that moment, they were cutting in pieces my 8 years old daughter’s clothes, and four
militiamen assaulted her on a raw. She would pass away two days later. They planted a big stake inside her vagina…I heard her
exploding in a huge howl.
In the meantime, they told my husband: “do you want us to offer you a plate of something good to eat?” No reply. They went on
saying “When we will show up at your house, we’re sure you’ll welcome us with good food and drink. Here we have cold food and
cold drink as well as warm ones, and you are obliged to choose at least one kind of them. I then saw them bringing a table-spoon and
a bucket full of human excrements. They forced him to eat the excrements up to the last spoon. They were bringing the same to me
when a group of theirs who were assigned to setting afire our car, came back running and saying: “Beware, the bloodthirsty
Bakomagu [i.e., tutsi military of the government army at that time] are coming after us. We immediately saw the [tutsi] military men
near us. One of them helped me on my feet; I was strongly bleeding from either my vagina or my anus. They pulled up our car and
committed us to the care of the personnel of the military hospital.
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A Shameful Model of “Democracy” and “Security” for Africa
If there is somewhere in Africa a place that is rejecting the use of the traditional political patterns of Western Democracy set up after WWII,
while at the same time enjoying its paramount protection and praise, it is Burundi. For 10 years onward, the ruling hutu group has been proudly
implemented a system of power which puts an end to the international “Political Politics”. At the same time, they didn’t declare the alternative
system they want to implement. It is not clear yet that they need one at all. After having made a name of them by carrying out one of the most
horrible genocide of the 20th century, they were powerfully backed by the western powers of Europe and Africa, in order to have full and
exclusive control of state power in Burundi.
Burundi is a traditional Tutsi Jewish land, only recently taken over by Germany in the 1900s. After WWI, Belgium got it as a compensation to its
contribution to the war. At the end of WWII, when the turn of the 1950s was heading towards the end of the colonial domination, Burundi was
handed to the Catholic Church as a reward for the multifaceted services rendered to the German and the Belgian colonial elites. Burundi become
the private hunting garden of committed Churchmen using their faithful associates and proxies called ‘Hutu’. The Tutsi Jews were banned from
Government rights in the land of their ancestors, because they were Jews and didn’t want to convert. Those who were coopted anyway were
selected as absolutely needed mercenaries, used to fool the masses of their countrymen that the Tutsi were still in charge and nothing had
changed in the basic laws of the ancestors. Thus the regular ruling government since the 1960s has been and is still today a Hutu massively
elected government which top-leaders consider themselves appointed, not by the “people” who elected them, but by “God”. As soon as they
take the oath, they do no more feel themselves accountable before any national nor international institution, except the Church.
Less than a week ago, the government got caught infringing some of the most basic and sensitive rules of the international customs, mostly
related to Genocide preparation and planning through large distribution of weapons and supplies to ruthless Hutu militias who were being
instructed to “keep ready for the work”. Then the sequence of words that came out of official and private Hutu mouth was: “This is a Tutsi
Conspiracy using its international lobbies.” Yet, during a combined broadcast on the subject on Friday 18, 2014, locally labelled “Synergie des
Medias”, it was reported that the military training of these Hutu militias usually take place inside Church domains, where the militias
commanders are joined by local administration officers and police members for technical supervision and logistic provision. The case of the
Muhanga Parish in the Northern part of Burundi was mentioned and it is an illustration of such a coordinated operation of the Church and the
militias when it comes to facilitate the preparation of the “work” expected from the Hutu militias. This broadcast and several other sources of
information and evidence will never be enough to stop the genocidal networks to vent their anger over a nebulous “Tutsi conspiracy using
international lobbies”. One doesn’t need to be a learned scholar to figure out where these words come from, “The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion”. There are serious reasons for that precise wording.
The very fact we’re facing is that the current wave of Hutu militias have been trained for anti-tutsi brutalization, pogroms, and quick
extermination since over 20 years, departing the 1988 watershed in Burundi (The Ntega-Marangara massacre). In this country (Burundi) the
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militias’ “work” helped wipe out 5,000 in Ntega and Marangara in August 1988. They were empowered by the 1993 political victory and were
able to exterminate 800,000 Tutsi in 3 days during the winter of the same year. In the neighboring Rwanda, the Hutu militias’ “work” annihilated
the whole population of the Tutsi who had been allowed to stay in that country since the Tutsi expulsion of 1959 up to the better known “Final
Solution” of 1994. About 2, 000, 000 Tutsi perished dramatically. It took the Hutu militias less than 100 days to “finish the work” in Rwanda. As
wrote a Tutsi scholar from Rwanda, Professor Alexander Kimenyi, University of Sacramento (California/USA), in his notes about his visit to the
“Genocide Country”, “the problem is not how many people died but how the die. They suffer a lot before being killed. The killers use all types of
torture possible on earth. The lucky few are shot with machine guns. These ones had to buy the bullets used to shoot them. One bullet cost
between 20,000 and 100,000 Rwandan francs. Unfortunately the majority were not that fortunate. They, too, paid a lot of money to convince
their killers to shoot them. The killers pocketed the money but still killed their victims by hacking them to death with their favorite death
instrument, the machete. To traumatize and terrorize their victims, people were picked at random the group (trapped) in churches and (gathered)
in stadiums and chopped them in pieces in front of frightened Tutsis who did not know when their turn would be. These victims were first starved
and dying of thirst. There are some whose legs and arms were chopped and left bleeding. In many places like in Butare, Nyanza, and countless
other areas, people were buried alive. Pregnant women were sliced into pieces, the babies taken out of the womb, slaughtered and then it would
be the mother’s turn” (Journey to the Genocide Country, p.4)
There has been several attempts to comprehend the Tutsi Genocide in connection with the Holocaust that occurred in Europe at the hands of
the Nazis (see: Lemarchand, R. (2002) 'Disconnecting the threads: Rwanda and the Holocaust reconsidered', Journal of Genocide Research, 4,4,
2002, 499 – 518; Aurelia Kalisky, Memoires Croisées. Références à la Shoah dans le travail de deuil et de mémoire du Génocide des Tutsi :
http://aircrigeweb.free.fr/ressources/rwanda/Rwanda_A.Kalisky_human.html#). Just after the 1993 Genocide of the Tutsi in Burundi, a European
witness issued an article where he referred to what had taken place in Burundi as a “Tropical Nazism” (“Un Nazisme Tropical”). Instead of
bringing more light in the topic, such attempts resulted in increased confusion and obfuscation of the core issue. The apocalyptic extermination,
in 1993-1994, of the Tutsi of the Great Lakes (Havila) didn’t deliver a clear message to the world about its nature, its roots, its perpetrators, its
victims, its close and remote extensions, its real magnitude in time and in space, and its genuine aims, outside the commonly schemes called
“political conflicts”, or “ethnic controversies” between two African tribes hating each other since the old times. Not a single journalist or a single
reporter among the handful of those who tried to cover the catastrophe were aware that, as the Jewish journalist, Moise Rhamani, of the
Sephardic community in Brussels, puts it: “those are also Jews being murdered”. The problem is that once one spells the words “Jews” and
“Genocide” together, the world remembers something similar that happened 70 year ago in a place that shares with the Great Lakes (Havila)
more than the difference between Western/Eastern Europe and Central/Eastern Africa, or between “Black” and “White”. The fact is that the last
century’s world events had brought together these two blocs in a brutal way (See: Franz Fanon; Chinua Achebe) that left so deep wounds on the
African Jewish side of the relationship that nobody will be surprised to learn that what took place here had taken place there before, for the
same reasons, and using the same ‘code words’ coming from the same corner of the human mind, and investing the same violent system of
destruction that is “Nazism”.
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The Founding 1920s
The 1920s were a critical ideological upheaval for the Tutsi Jews, exactly as it was for the European Jews. As a western scholar put it in his recent
watershed work “We are still fighting WWI”. The project of the initial setting of an unprecedented doctrine of Jewish extermination took shape
in 1916 in Germany, the same year as in Burundi. In Germany, 1916 is the year Hitler undertook to write the “Letter to Gemlich”. In that letter,
dated September 16, 1916, written at the request of his military superior in the Press and Propaganda Office, in reply to one Adolf Gemlich who
was asking for enlightenment on the “Jewish question”, Hitler set forth some of the ideas that in Mein Kampf he claimed to have discovered in
Vienna. “Anti- Semitism as a political movement, he wrote, “cannot, and should not be determined by emotional factors, but, on the contrary by
an understanding of the facts”. “And the ‘facts’, he continued, are that “in the first instance, Jewry is without question a race and not a religious
fellowship”. He then expatiated on the alleged Jewish single-minded pursuit of money and power, touching on the already anti-Semitic notion
that Jews dominate, falsify, and exploit the press. “The effect of Jewry will be racial tuberculosis of nations” (Lucy S. D., p. 21). Hitler wrote down
these ideas in 1916. They were not intended to apply to the Jews living in his country only, or to those living in Europe only, but to every single
Jewish community or individual living anywhere in every continent. The reason why, at the same time, on a remote Jewish settlement located on
the other side of the Mediterranean Sea, another German thinker was at work, putting together a set of ideas that were to produce an impact of
huge magnitude within a few years. In his book, “Die Barundi” of 1916, the German ‘Wilhelmian’ scholar, Hans Meyer, wrote that “The very
reason behind the dramatic failure of the Christian Mission in Urundi is the cast-based arrogance of the Batussi and their borderless racial
arrogance”. He adds many things including this one that I quote as a paraphrase “If ‘we’ want to make this land a Christian land, we’ll need to
seriously deal with the Tutsi obstacles, by removing them and replacing them by the Hutu population who are more likely inclined to submit
to our program of Christianization and Civilization”. At that time, top- German and French scholars were completely aware that the Tutsi were
genuine Jews, as was another ‘Wilhelmian’ missionary, Johan Michael Van der Burgt (1903). A Holocaust expert, Lucy S. D., who has closely
studied the roots of the Nazi system since the very beginning, makes the following statement: “The Final Solution had its origins in Hitler’s mind.
In Mein Kampf he tells us that he decided on his war against the Jews in November 1918, when, at the military hospital in Pasewalk, he learned,
in a rapid succession, of the naval mutiny at Kiel, the revolution that forced the abdication of the Emperor, and finally the armistice” (p.201). “The
very idea of the destruction of the Jews as a political goal demanded, when Hitler began to advocate it, camouflage and concealment. Its later
consummation demanded, within limits, secrecy” (p.202). “In this situation Hitler availed himself of a time-honored device –the use of esoteric
language” (p.203). “The code words served to invest the crude anti-Semitic agitation of the National Socialists with the dignity of political
arguments and economic analysis” (p.203).
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The greatest ideological artifact of the year 1920 in Germany was the publication of the infamous pamphlet called “The Protocols of the Elders
of Zion”. Lucy S. D. explains its importance for the implementation of the Nazi ideas on the political ground with regards to the Jewish fate: “An
implausible forgery concocted by the Czarist secret police at the turn of the century, it purported to disclose the secret plans of the so-called
International Jewish conspiracy for world domination” (p.20). “The Protocols appeared first in German in 1920 and were constantly being
reprinted thereafter” (p.20).

The Tutsi Graves keep protesting on the behalf of the Surviving
An Unexpected Thunder from the Genocide Commemoration Gathering of 2014

« 1993 fut l’année ou certains leaders du Frodebu, cachés au Club des vacances depuis plusieurs mois, décidèrent de former un mouvement armé en
recrutant des jeunes gens et en rassemblant certains groupes armes hutu déjà existants. Ce mouvement apparut sous le nom de FDD (Forces pour la
Défense de la Démocratie) et comprenant une aile armée composée de jeunes, la Génération Démocratique du Burundi (GEDEBU). Plus tard, en réponse
à l’établissement par le CG (Convention de Gouvernement) d’un gouvernement intérimaire, certains membres du FRODEBU, Leonard Nyangoma en
tête, se désolidarisèrent du parti, déclarant que le FRODEBU avait trahi les décisions prises au Club des vacances, et créèrent leur propre organisation
politique, le CNDD. Le but du CNDD était de donner un nouvel élan aux forces combattantes hutues et d’unifier la lutte armée menée par les groupes
déjà existants, notamment le PALIPEHUTU, FROLINA et le FDD, sous la bannière du FDD. Des Avril 1994, Nyangoma avait installé le quartier général du
CNDD à Uvira, au Zaïre, et sollicitait un soutien financier et militaire en faveur des campagnes du CNDD …
Divers acteurs nationaux et internationaux ont soutenu militairement et financièrement les divers groupes armes hutu. Les hommes politiques et les
fonctionnaires hutus ont dégagé des fonds pour l’opposition armée à partir des budgets de départements et de ministères, tels que le Ministère des
Transports. Certains fonctionnaires ont attendu de recevoir de l’argent consacré à un voyage ou à un projet pour finalement quitter leur fonction (et, le
plus souvent, le pays) avec ces fonds. Le CNDD a également obtenu des aides financières importantes pour la rébellion de l’extérieur du Burundi et a pu
compter sur son alliance avec les rebelles hutu rwandais pour obtenir des armes » (Rapport du GRIP 97/3, Burundi. Trafics d’Armes et Aide militaire.
Human Right Watch Arms Project, p.21-23].
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“1993 was the year some leaders of Frodebu, hiding on the “Club des Vacances” for several months, decided to set up an armed
movement by recruiting youngsters while bringing together some of the pre-existing hutu armed groups. That movement
appeared under the name of FDD (Forces for the Defense of Democracy) which was made of an armed wing composed of young
people, the Democratic Generation of Burundi (GEDEBU). Later on, in reaction to the creation of the CG (Convention of
Government) a provisional Government, some members of the FRODEBU, under the lead of Leonard Nyangoma, shifted from the
party, declaring that the FRODEBU had betrayed the decisions of the “Club des Vacances”, and created their own organization,
the CNDD. The objectives of the CNDD was to bring a new burst to the Hutu fighting forces and to unify the armed struggle
engaged by the already existing groups, for instance the PALIPEHUTU, the FROLINA and the FDD, under the banner of the FDD.
Since April 1994, Nyangoma had installed the CNDD’s Headquarters at Uvira, in the RDC, and was launching a fundraising and
military campaign in support to the CNDD…
Various actors on the national and the international level have supported these various hutu groups either militarily or
financially. The Hutu political leaders and civil servants have appointed funds for the armed opposition from the budgets of the
Departments and Cabinets, such as the Ministry of Transportation. Some civil servants usually waited until they get money for a
trip or a project to finally run away from their job (and most of the time, the country) with the funds. The CNDD has also obtained
huge financial support for the uprising from outside the country, and it has capitalized its alliance with the Hutu rebels of
Rwanda to get arm supplies” (Translation from French. Report of the GRIP 97/3, Burundi. Arm Traffic and Military Aid. Human
Rights Watch Arms Project, p.21-23)
A few days ago, at the annual international gathering held in Kigali/Rwanda to remember the Genocide against the Tutsi which took place in that
country 20 years ago, the world was suddenly informed that a Genocide was being planned in the neighboring Burundi, a massive Genocide that
had reached the latest stage of preparation and pre-implementation against the Tutsi of Burundi. The thousands of attendees who included topdelegations from the four corners of the world were stunned. Within 24 hours, a report was released by the United Nations Bureau in Burundi,
alerting the world that a massive distribution of arms, ammunitions and military supplies to hundreds of thousands of Hutu militias was being
completed by the Hutu Government and that these militias were instructed to “keep ready for the work” (language code for ‘killing the Tutsi
around’). The Security Council was immediately alerted, and as usual in similar situations, phone contacts, diplomatic meetings and press
releases followed. No action to stop the Genocide was decided; rather, the very diplomat who made the report publicly known was delivered a
notice of expulsion from the Hutu Government, putting a brutal end to his diplomatic mission in Burundi. The truth is that the genocide that was
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revealed last week is almost finished, having lasted since 10 years back from now and wiped out thousands of Tutsi communities living in their
rural areas, where cameras have no access. This phenomenon reminds everybody of the Hitler’s Einsatzgruppen operating “behind the lines” in
the conquered zones of the “East”. It is an organized crime. Better, it is a legalized crime.

The Tutsi endless Nightmare in Burundi
“According to the PALIPEHUTU, it is Misigaro, the new military leader of PALIPEHUTU, who created
the FDD, on March 20, 1994, from the pre-existing stock of the FRODEBU’s Youth and the SANS
ETIQUETTES youth. At that time, Nyangoma was still Minister. The CNDD was later created in MayJune 1994, by the PALIPEHUTU and the FRODEBU, and they asked NYANGOMA to lead it. […]
According to the PALIPEHUTU, lastly, Nyangoma kicked out Misigaro as Chieftain of the FDD in order
to replace him by someone called Jean-Bosco”
(Marie-France Cross, Radioscopie de la Guérilla Hutue, in La Libre Belgique, 26 Juin 1996)

The numbers of victims and those of the killers in the “Burundi nightmare” are of unparalleled sizes. About 3 millions of militias are said to be at
work in Burundi right now. The Newsletter “Burundi-Today” regularly tries to summarize these numbers through pictures, diagrams, graphs and
tables. Having these numbers of Tutsi annihilated on a raw, during a so long period, in the face of international watchers and diplomatic
representatives from civilized countries, who just say nothing except “their concern about the 2015 elections”, is above comprehension. The
ongoing actions of extermination follow cycles of previous attempts of annihilations which were carried out, without even a meaningful
statement condemning the killings; rather some of the voices have been heard blaming openly the Tutsi victims who survived the planned
genocides, such as the 1972 one which took away over 50.000 Tutsi innocent lives all over the country, especially in the South. For every normal
mind, there should be a well rooted set of reasons why the silence is so astounding, and the action so impossible to undertake in order to stand
on the side of the Tutsi victims in time. In 1939-45 as well, there was a deafening silence, and very few was done to rescue the Jews in time.
There is no doubt that the labelling ideology that was spread out by the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” since the 1920s and which applies so
powerfully to the Tutsi in danger now is the most visible root of the indifference of the world, when it comes to the Jews-in-danger anywhere
on this earth. Yet, there are other reasons that are less visible because they enjoy more ancient roots than the 1920’s “Protocols”, because these
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‘invisible’ reasons imply most of the earliest tenets of the world-spread doctrines called Christianity, Roman Catholic Church, and Civilization.
The latter is the connecting device for the three pieces, with its ongoing aftermath, especially when it is combined with preying actions such as
“colonialism” and “neocolonialism”. Some among the Western scholars who know the more about the roots of Anti-Semitism point their finger
at the 4th Lateran Council and its Anti-Jewish Legislations which were passed down up to the latest modern legislation of the Hitler’s era (Raoul
Hilberg, 1985 (1961): The Destruction of the European Jews; Dr Henri Fabre, 1995: L’Eglise Catholique face au Fascisme et au Nazisme. Les
Outrages A la Verite; James Caroll, 2001: The Constantine’s Sword: The Church and the Jews). The whole doctrinal construction was summarized
in 1623, by a Portuguese Catholic Friar, Vicente Acosta (Vicente da Costa-Mattos): “Les Juifs sont les plus infâmes, les plus vils et les plus bas des
hommes en ce monde, et indignes, par conséquent, de tout office, dignité, charge politique… Il faudrait les bruler tous ensemble, sans autre
considération que leur totale extinction » (Original Title : Vicente Acosta : Breve Discurso contra heretica perfidia do Judaismo, 1623 ; abridged
title: Discurso contra los Judios).
[Translation: “The Jews are the most infamous, the vilest, and the lowest people on the earth, and therefore don’t deserving any authority,
dignity, or political responsibility”]
Without these “doctrinal authorizations”, none can understand what is happening to the Tutsi now, and the reason so many people are
watching the disaster with at least a neutral attitude, if not a clearly collaboratist one.
The most completed digest of all time about the Anti-Semitic libels against the Jews was published in 1623 by a Roman Catholic Friar
named Vicente da Costa Mattos alias Vicente Acosta, in his work: Breve discurso contra heretica perfida do judaismo. The book was
translated from Portuguese to Spanish by Friar Diego Gavilan Vela, a regular Canon of the Premontres order, of the Santa Maria de la
Caridad de Ciudad Rodrigo Monastery (a town located at the Portugal border) . Under the title Discurso contra Judios, the work was
dedicated to the Connectable of Castile in 1628. This book is a collection and a systematization of all the accusations brought against the
Jews since the beginning of the Christian history. This book is a testimony that all the qualifications brought against the Tutsi by the
Hutu under the Christian and the Catholic inspiration, since the Bahutu Manifesto of March 1957 up to the 10 Commandments of the
Bahutu of 1990, including the Hutu tracts which prepared the 1972 attacks on the Tutsi, and which called for the extermination of the
Tutsi by all means, including the killing of every single fetus in his mother’s womb (thus the current CNDD-FDD current code word “Zirye
Zose n’Iziri mu magi” (Eat –Kill- them all, including those who are in the eggs), etc… all these qualifications and libels are just mechanical
repetition of sequences written down in the Discurso contra Judios of the Portuguese monk, Vicente Acosta. Here are some samples:
“The lost honor of the Jews; the evil nature of the Jews who are cupid, rebels, liars, greedy, perfidy, mischievous, envious, assassins,
hated by God and by men, arrogant, poisoners of the wells, vermin, haters of Christianity, pest of the earth, seeds of heresy, plotters,
sexually perverse, irredentist traditionalists, wolfs who infiltrated the sheep-fold, the shame of universe, the more you burn them the
more you see them roaming around, the earth must be cleaned up from these venomous serpents”
Every witness or expert who has read the language of the Hutu when they deal talk of Tutsi without being censored (for example: see
the page called “Reactions & Commentaires” on the “Bujumbura News” Website) would recognize the expressions and phrases from
Vicente Acosta lexicon. There is no random at such a fact occurring identically in places that are separated by thousands of miles and at
a gap of several centuries of time. There is no ethnic conflict between Hutu and Tutsi, there is the same stream of a thousand years old
Anti-Semitism, which takes the form of words, or swords, or fire, or machetes, at a time or another
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Burundi: Where Evil is constantly rewarded
“The most effective way to avoid that recurrence of genocidal
tragedy, is to ensure that past acts of genocide are never forgotten”
(Michael Mc CURRY, quoted by Samantha Power: A Problem from
Hell. America and the Age of Genocide, 2002, p. 351)

In August 2004 a mortal attack was carried out by Hutu militias over the Tutsi refugees from the Congo who had been resettled in the Gatumba
Refugee Camp in Burundi. In the early aftermath of the massacre, a Tutsi scholar wrote the following paragraphs out of a 50 pages report about
the tragedy:
“Three days before the tragedy, a unit of the FDD Hutu militias (the FDD were still militias at that time as they had not been appointed to public
office by the International Community through the so-called 2005 elections which were only a cover-up for a transfer of power between two
Hutu gangs) which were deployed near the camp received the order from the high authority of the ONUB, Ms. Mac Askie, to move away from
the camp. [...] For Ms. Mac Askie, the order of move was intended to avoid jeopardizing the program of militarization of these Hutu militias, as
planned by the European Union, the UN, South Africa, etc. The upcoming massacre which were perfectly predictable, would have, if performed
in the official presence of the FDD, alerted the broad Tutsi population of Burundi about what was likely going to befall them within a few weeks
or a few months.”
“During the week before the horror, huge amount of tracts were distributed in the camp. They announced the imminence of an attack over the
camp and called the Tutsi to evacuate that place as swiftly as possible”
“All over the South Kivu and North Kivu Tutsi settlements, the same messages of threat were dispatched by tracts. In Burundi, increasing cases of
accusations of sorcery and witchcraft against the Tutsi came back on the surface. A national hunt is launched against the witches in the Centre of
the country. At the market place of Gishubi, Hutu mobs have just rounded up a young Tutsi who had escaped from the neighboring refugee
camp; they accused him to have inoculated an old Hutu neighbor with a dangerous virus, using an infected medical syringe. At the Giheta
market place, a similar execution of a young Tutsi had taken place. Everybody knew that these accusations were just pretexts to prevent the
Tutsi from showing up in public places, while awaiting the order to kill them all inside their homes. All the country was, indeed, under close
surveillance by hundreds thousands of FNL-FDD militias working together to keep the Tutsi under watch. The South-African troops are deployed
everywhere in the country, to make sure that not a single Tutsi military would attempt to protect himself or the neighboring fellows living in the
district he was in charge of protection; they had just to wait for the order to evacuate the barracks, in the context of the infamous program of
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disarmament of the “Tutsi Army”, a program which had been set up from the Vatican Offices since the 1996s secret deals with the horrible
Buyoya regime. At that time, nobody cares about what would happen to the Tutsi, who were being disarmed by a coalition of world powers
which forces and numbers oversized what they had ever imagined their effective enemies were”
“Today, Burundi has become the theater of what the History will record as the most gigantic hostage taking of all times. Over 4 million of Tutsi
are taken hostage and are awaiting their slaughter, with the acting complicity of the UN, the European institutions and powers, particularly the
nations known as traditionally affiliated to the Catholic doctrine and faith, such as France, Belgium, Vatican, etc. All the neutral observers who
come back from Burundi are terrified and horrified by what they know will happen very soon in that country. The Hutu genocidal militias, who
have capitalized the experience of what the work they accomplished in Burundi (1993) and in Rwanda (1993), are no more hiding their
excitement at the perspective of the upcoming slaughter of the Tutsi, which will be performed so properly and so efficiently that the Rwandan
experience will appear before History as a preliminary work out for committed murderers” (See: S.W.S., The Gatumba Massacre. 2004).
Less than a year later, the Hutu militias were offered State power on a golden plate, by “real friends”. Then they could complete the SECRET
program they had dreamed of since decades. They had a perfect pattern of action to follow from the 1933s’ Germany. A western scholar recalls:
“Hitler came to power legally, exploiting the letter of the Law to subvert the Law. Sensible people were sure that Hitler could not last long, that
decency, rationality, and political order would –must- reassert themselves. No civilized nation, no rational people, it was held, could endure
mass hysteria as a substitute for parliamentarianism, the rule of terror instead of the rule of Law. But Germany had entered upon a macabre era
in which evil and irrationality would reign for twelve endless years, in which the whole nation would be suborned. The frenzy of mass meetings
would replace the decision in the voting booth, the fluttering of the flags would supplant the political discussion. The rhythm of the goose step
and the resonance of the Horst Wessel song, the cracking of terror in the streets and the bloodlust of massacres would define the political
character of the Third Reich and describe its ambience. The Germans would live on two principles alone: rule by Fuhrership and the dominion of
race. They repudiated the Sixth Commandment” (Lucy S. D., p.65).
“On February 27, the Reichstag building was set afire. Marinus van der Lubbe, a deranged pyromaniac Dutch Communist, was found on the
spot…. Whether by accident or by design, the fire gave Hitler the opportunity he needed. The very next day, over Hindenburg’s signature, the
first phase in the process that would shortly undermine the constitution and destroy its guarantees of basic liberties. Described as measures to
ward off “Communist acts of violence endangering the state,” these decrees suspended all fundamental freedoms of speech, press, assembly,
freedom from invasion of privacy (mail, telephone, telegram) and house search without warrant…” (Ibid, p.65)
“Another set of decrees dealt with high treason, in a manner so deliberately ill-defined as to cover any possible form of dissidence, including the
publication and dissemination of certain forms of printed matter…” (Ibid, p.66)
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“Thereafter the Nazi began diligently to carry through their two-pronged assault of terror and pseudolegality against their opponents. The SA
(Sturm-abteilung- Strom Troops), the NSDAP’s private army that had grown to 400,000 –four times larger than the size of the German army
permitted under the Treaty of Versailles- accelerated its terror against Communists, Socialists, trade unionists, Jews. At the same time, Hitler
began to lay down the plans to obtain the 2/3 vote at the first session of the newly elected Reichstag needed to pass an Enabling Act- a measure
giving the government, without resource to the Reichstag, the power to promulgate emergency legislation for a specific period of time” (Ibid,
p.66). “The day before the Reichstag opened, the Cabinet approved the text of the Enabling Act as drafted by FRICK” (Ibid, p.67).

The ‘Enabling Act’ inside the Hutu Constitution
“On the evening of March 21, 1933, the Reichstag opened with an elaborate ceremonial at the Postdam Garrison Church, where Frederic the
Great was enshrined. […] That very day, the first prisoners were brought under SA guard to the Oranienburg concentration camp outside Berlin.
In the next ten days some fifteen thousand persons were taken into ‘protective custody’ in Prussia. On March 23 the first working session of the
Reichstag began, with all Communist deputies and twenty-six of the Socialist deputies missing- arrested or fled” (Ibid, p.67).
“The Enabling Act provided Hitler with the legal authority for dictatorship. It gave the government the power for four years to promulgate
legislation, even if it deviated from the Constitution. (Under this authority, Hitler himself renew the Act in later years.) In less than eight weeks,
Hitler had accomplished his ‘Legal’ revolution, having terrorized the Communists, as he soon would also the Socialists, and with cynical deceit,
having promised the rightists and Centrists that he would restore legality and share power with them. But by early July the NSDAP alone
remained in existence. The Communists and Social Democrats had been suppressed. Under Hitler’s prodding, the NVDP, followed by the smaller
parties and the Catholic Center, proclaimed their own suicide by self-dissolution. ‘The party has now become the state,’ Hitler declared on July 8,
1933. On July 14, a government decree legally solemnized the fait accompli and declared the NSDAP to be the only political party in Germany.
Any attempt to maintain another party or form a new one would be punished by three years of imprisonment, ‘if the action is not subject to a
greater penalty according to other regulations’- those dealing with high treason, unmistakably.” (Ibid, p.68).
“After obtaining the Enabling Act, Hitler retired to Berchtesgaden. The question now uppermost in his mind concerned the Jews. On March 26
he summoned Goebbels, who had meanwhile become a member of the Cabinet as Minister of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, and gave
him instructions. Goebbels recorded this meeting in his diary:
‘We shall only be able to combat the falsehoods abroad if we get those who originated them or at those living in Germany who have thus far
remained unmolested. We must, therefore, proceed to a larger-scale boycott of all Jewish business in Germany. Perhaps the foreign Jews will
think better of the matter when their racial comrades in Germany begin to get it in the neck” (Ibid, p.68).
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“The German propaganda machine implicitly communicated the message: ‘The German Jews are our hostages. We will hold on them.’ (Ibid, p.
69).

Burundi Today: like Warsaw Yesterday
Burundi today is the Warsaw of the early 1943. The parallels are astounding. Before to come to the Hutu-Nazi Concordance Table itself, two
terrible calls for help from the besieged Warsaw Ghetto need to be known by every Tutsi and Jew in this world. One will make the needed
changes in language, from ‘Germans’ to ‘Hutu’; from “Jews’ to ‘Tutsi”, and so on.
“On January 21, 1943, ZKN, using Delegatura facilities, sent a radio message via the Polish government-in-exile in London to Jewish leaders in
New York:
‘We notify you of the greatest crime of all times, about the murder of millions of Jews in Poland. Poised at the brink of annihilation of the still
surviving Jews, we ask you:
1. Revenge against the Germans
2. Force the Hitlerites to halt the murders
3. Fight for our lives and our honor
4. Contact the neutral countries
5. Rescue 100,000 children through exchanges
6. 500,000, 000 dollars for purpose of aid
Brothers- the remaining Jews in Poland live with the awareness that in the most terrible days of our history you did not come to our aid. Respond,
at least in the last days of our life’” (Lucy S. D, p.453-454).
“On February 7 the underground Bund leaders sent a radio message to Zyegelboym in the Polish parliament-in-exile in London:
‘In January the Germans began to liquidate the Warsaw Ghetto. A few dozen Germans were thereby killed. Several hundred Jews were killed on
the spot…
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After three days the Aktion was halted. Six thousands were taken away. The liquidation is occurring throughout Poland. In mid-February they are
to liquidate the Warsaw Ghetto. Alert the whole world. Appeal to the Pope for official intervention and to the Allies to declare German war
prisoners as hostages. We suffer terribly. The surviving 200,000 await annihilation. Only you can save us. The responsibility with regard to history
will rest on you’” (Ibid, p.454).
From this standing point of a massive extermination, the sound of the millions of dead will raise and break the heart of the remaining
generations of Tutsi wherever they will be hiding on this planet. The sound comes from reports about the last days of the Warsaw ghetto:
“On September 5 the German issued an announcement that all Jews in the Warsaw ghetto, without exception, were to report the following
morning for registration purposes, with food for two days and drinking utensils, within an area of seven square blocks located between the
unmschlagplatz and Pawiak prison. Whoever did not comply would be shot. […]
The German called Aktion an Einkesselung, ‘encirclement’. The Jews yiddishized the word to ksel, ‘cauldron.’ That roped-off area, surrounded by
armed police, was indeed a cauldron, its human mass seething and churning, evoking the image of Dante’s Second Circle, where the blast of Hell
‘never rests from whirling… forever beating and hurling.’ The encirclement lasted one week, with nearly 10,000 Jews deported every day. It
ended in September 12, 1942, Rosh Hashana 5703. […]
“On Yom Kippur the Germans carried out one more round up, perhaps only for sadistic gratification. Over 2,000 Jews were taken that day,
including some 600 Jewish policemen.
“Emerging from the ashes of the Warsaw ghetto, a new issue of a Bundist underground paper entitled Ouf der vakh (On Guard) appeared on
September 20. Its lead article, ‘The Annihilation of Warsaw Jews’ warned the Jews:
“Be on your guard! Don’t let yourself be destroyed like sheep! Better to die with honor than to be gassed in Treblinka’. Zalman Friedrich’s report
about Treblinka followed. In closing, it exhorted the survivors.
‘Today every Jew should know the fate of those resettled. The same fate awaits the remaining few left in Warsaw. The conclusion then is: Don’t
let yourself be caught! Hide, don’t let yourself be taken away, run away, don’t be fooled by registrations, selections, numbers, and roll calls! Jews,
help one another! Take of the children! Help the illegals! The dishonorable traitors and helpers- the Jewish police- should be boycotted! Don’t
believe them, beware of them. Stand up against them!
We are all soldiers on a terrible front!
We must survive so that we can demand a reckoning for the tortured brothers and sisters, children and parents who were killed by the murderer’s
hand on the battlefield for freedom and humanity!”
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THE NAZI-HUTU CONVERGENCE TABLE [NHCT]
While reading the following table, one needs to understand that every couple of cells will be the title of a separate article in the near future,
with extended developments, graphs, pictures, illustrations, conclusions and recommendations for a better understanding of the consequence
of every parallel concordance in the real Hutu-Nazi world.

“At our arrival, a band of rubber-neckers were making fun of the spectacle while spitting on the still warm dead bodies of a family among
others, taken in the carnage. The children were there lower down of the earthy path hollowed out by the rain. Jean-de-Dieu was huddled-up,
a ball of bloody meat, just a filet of gaze coming straight from Nothingness, a blind gaze was looking at another body: Marie-Ange, coiled
around a tree trunk, dangling his arms, the legs spread out and stained with excrements, sperm and blood, the anus left as a gaping sore. In
her mouth, a penis cut with a machete, this was his father’s. In an ill-smelling ditch, four bodies sliced in pieces, piled, were lying; these were
their parent’s and elder brothers. […] He is 11 years old, his sister is 9. He explains to us [after several days of intensive medical care] in
children’s wording that it was a fell…, something he did many times to young boys and to adult males. Before to be beaten to death, he
witnessed the rape of his sister and the massacre of his whole family” (Professional translation from, Medecins Sans Frontieres Info [Doctors
Without Borders Info], No30, May-June 1994)
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NAZI TABLE
















1- Alliance with the Church /
Bishops/ Monasteries/ Vatican /
Jesuits /Dominicans/ Scheutists
2- Jews are accused to be
Bolcheviks, and international
bandits
3- Socialist ideology and
International Networking
4- Racial ideology
5- Committed for the Extermination
of the JEWS in Europe
6- Unity & Solidarity of the
WORKERS who are originally
PEASANTS: “ L’Aryen est
AGRICULTEUR, poete, moine, et
surtout guerrier” (E. DRUMONT: La
France Juive.1886 ; Walter D.;
Father Ludwic JAHN)
7- Central place of an inaugural
PAMPHLET: MEIN KAMPF by
Father STAEMPFLE in 1923
8- Protocols of Zion. International
version. 1920
9- Semantics of Entomology (Jews
as poisonous and insects)
10- Language Codes : “Work”,
“Removal”, “Emigration”, etc.
11- The Secret: The Final Solution
to the Jewish Question
12- No place for repentance after
their crimes
13- Legitimacy of the sacrosanct

HUTU TABLE
1- Protection from the Church / Bishops/
Monasteries/ Vatican/ Jesuits/ White
Fathers/ Dominicans/ Scheutists / Pietists
2- Tutsi accused to be Communists and
Feudalists and Trans-African Bandits
3- Socialist ideology and International
Networking
4- Racial Ideology
5- Committed for the Extermination of the
JEWS in Africa
6- Unity & Solidarity of the peasantry
WORKERS. (Hutu are PEASANTS; Tutsis
are FEUDAL lords: Voir Ex in André
GUICHAOUA, L’Ordre Paysan des Hautes
Terres)

7- Central place of an Inaugural
PAMPHLET: THE BAHUTU MANIFESTO
by Father DEJEMEPPE & Team of Priests
in 1957
8- Protocols of Zion. African version.
1920s. 1960. 1993-94
9- Semantics of Entomology (Tutsi Jews
as snakes and cockroaches)
10- Language Codes: “Ibikorwa”,
“Susuruka”, “Shirira”, etc.
11- The Secret/ Ibanga: The Final Solution
to theTutsi Question
12- No place for repentance after their
crimes
13- Legitimacy of the sacrosanct majority
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majority_1933. See: B.Lazare’s
Prediction (R. Khan Nightmare:
“Uncomfortable Questions for
Comfortable Jews”)
14- Negationism /Revisionism ;
Reversion of Attacks & Defense
processes
15- A Monk writes down the
Inaugural Pamphlet: Fr.
STAEMPFEL, DU LAC (E.Drumont)



16- Key Role played by local and
trans-bordering private Armies/
Militias (SA/SS/…)



17- Brown Color for the SS



18- Alliance with Islam (HITLERMUFTI HUSSEINI)
19- Role of the Belgian proxyArmies in support to the Nazi
Revolution (Leon. Degrelle: “If I had
to decide of a son, he would be
Degrelle” (dixit Hitler)
20- Role of the “Catholic Action”
(Central Party, Pilgrims of the
Virgin’s Shrines, …)
21- Apparitions of Banneux/ Fatima,
etc.
22- Raids monitored using Church
Secret lists and fake hiding facilities
which become trapping places
23- Rat Lines Exfiltration routes
after the Killings of the Jews
(Vatican Networks)
24- Choral Code (Young Hitler &
the Augustinian monastery of
Lambachs, Wagner









(R.Y. Nightmare: ”Two Peoples, One
Nation” Theory )

14- Negationism / Revisionism/ Reversion
Attacks & Defense processes
15- A Monk writes down the Inaugural
Pamphlet. Father John PRISTILL; Local
Pamphlet by Fr. DEJEMEPPE, Secret
books & Films, Arusha Agreements …
16- Key role played by local private and
trans-bordering Armies /Militias
(Interahamwe/ GEDEBU/
Imbonerakure/…)
17- Brown Color for the Hutu-XIRO militias
sections
18- Alliance with Islam (NKURUNZIZAAHMEDINEJAD)
19- Role of the Belgian proxy- Armies in
support to the Hutu Revolution (Guy
Logiest, Ardennes Hunters …)
20- Role of the “Catholic Action”
(PARMEHUTU, RADER, UPRONA,
UNAR, PDC, JRR…)
21- Apparitions of KIBEHO, Mugera,
Giheta, Zebiya, etc.
22- Raids monitored using Church
networks and fake hiding facilities which
become trapping places
23- Rat Lines Exfiltration routes after the
Killings of the Tutsis (Vatican Networks)
24- Choral Code (Nkurunziza & the
Crusade Choral, Mount Zion Parish
Crusaders…)
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25- Concordat in exchange of protection.
2014
26- Rage Legislatoire. The “Not A Crime
Without a Law” principle
27- Symbol of the Sun (‘Sol Invinctus’
Code)
28- “Libre Propos” Code (Gahutu Remy’s
Manifesto. 1985)
29- Killing is not enough: Humiliation of the
victim is required
30- Census of Tutsi and Numerus Clausus
Legislations
31- Satanic experiments carried out on
living victims (photo march 2012 …) Occult
practices (isakurume/ Isato/ Baphomet /
Ibisiga birya inyama z’abantu, etc.)
32- Code of Fire (burning the victims after
32- Code of Fire (burning the
their cows and their tefillins / teraphim/
victims after their books)
books)
33- Dream of the everlasting Empire “until
33- Dream of the Empire of 1000
the coming back of Jesus”
years
34- Perverted Role of the Scholars, 34- Perverted Role of the scholars, of the
Med-Doctors & the modern Elites
the Med-Doctors & the modern
(Euthanasia)
Elites (Euthanasia)
35- The “Contemptuous Teachings” 35- The “Contemptuous Teachings” of the
Roman Catholic Church (Prof. Jules
of the Roman Catholic Church
ISAAC). Overdulve / Dorlodot/Maindron,
(Prof. Jules ISAAC).
“L’Enseignement du Mepris”.
‘L’Enseignement du Mepris’
36- The Jewish Victim is nowhere at 36- The Tutsi Victim is nowhere at home =
Immigrant, Interloper…
home = Immigrant, Interloper…
37- The Tutsi Victim = a Feudal hamite
37- The Jewish Victim = a Feudal
(Gorju Church classics; Ntibazonkiza: Au
Asian… (le Juif Nouveau Roi
pays de la Lance et du Tambour)
d’Epoque)
38- A Revenge is needed against the Tutsi
38- A Revenge is needed against
for supposed several mortal crimes and
the Jews for supposed several
humiliating attitudes and acts.
mortal betrayal acts.
- For the old arrogance
For the Lost World War I that
25- Concordat in exchange of
silence. 1933
26- “Rage Legislatoire”. The “Not A
Crime Without a Law” principle
27- Symbol of the Sun (‘Sol
Invinctus’ Code)
28- “Libre Parole” Code (Drumont
Journal)
29- Killing is not enough :
Humiliation of the Victim is required
30- Census of Jews and Numerus
Clausus Legislations
31- Satanic experiments carried out
on living victims (Dr Mengele…).
L.S.D., p.27
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needed to be refought by all means;
For the Versailles humiliation
For the death of a mother poisoned
by her Jewish Doctor
The stabbing in the back
orchestrated by World Jewry
The Russian People betrayed by a
gang of Bolshevik Jews
For the Communist Revolution
For the 16 Martyrs of the failed
coup of the Brewery

39- Code of Rhetoric. Power of the
spoken word (Hitler…M.K)
40- Courage and Cold Blood Mind
(E. DRUMONT: L’Aryen est soldat,
va joyeusement devant le péril,
brave la mort)
41- Code of the Crucifix (Iron Cross,
…); photo of H. & the Saint
Magdalena Church;
42- Crafting of a fake Doctrine of
the “Volk=People” Teutonic
Migrations
43- Plunder & Looting operations
hidden by excessive violence and

(agasuzuguro)
- For the clandestine takeover of the
Burundi-Bantu country
- For the 1965 failed coup
- For the 1969 failed coup
- For the 1972 failed coup
- For the 1993 coup against a Hutu
adventurer in a twisted political &
geo-political nightmare in which the
Tutsi were officially outlawed since
the 1930s (Melchior Ndadaye)
- For the martyrs of these several
attempts of coups taken together
- For the humiliation and casalties
inflicted by the Slave Traders over
the Hutu ancestors
- For the humiliation and casualties
inflicted by the colonial Belgians
and by the Church (see: Adam
Hoschild Testimony; see: Lumumba
Speech for Independence; see:
White Father “Farine” of Mugera
Mission as reported by Boniface
Kiraranganya )
39- Code of Rhetoric. Power of the spoken
word (Kayibanda; Gitera, Habyalimana …)
40- Courage and Cold blood mind
(DEJEMEPPE comments the character of
Kayibanda, Gitera, etc…)
41- Code of the Crucifix (Giant Cross of
the Crusaders); Photo of the “Absolute
Evil”… BuTa
42- Crafting of a fake Doctrine of the
“Bantu=People” Migrations
43- Plunder & Looting operations hidden
by excessive violence and unmatched
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unmatched atrocities
44- World control Ambitions and
proclamations (Nazi = The
Peacemaker of the New World for a
1,000 of years)
45- Occult Financial and Weapon
supplies
46- The Ten Commandments of the
German. FRITSCH: AntisemitenKatechismus –Lucy S.D., p.85
47- Themes of Dispossession (by
Jewish robbers)
48- Code of the Dawn (Implies its
opposite as well, Darkness.
Bringing Hell/Apocalypse on the
Earth). Lucy S. D., p.xxii

49- The Jewish victim = a
Degenerate (G. Montandon/ Celine:
L’Ethnia Putano). Evil (“Wer kennt
den Jude, kennt den Teufel” L.S.D.,
p.24-25)
The Jewish Victim = is a liar, and
evil-inclined cunning fox mind

atrocities
44- World control Ambitions and
proclamations (‘Hutu = The New
Peacemaker of Black Africa ; Gushika
Yezu agarutse’)
45- Occult Financial and Weapon supplies
46- The Ten Commandments of the Hutu.
UBU-Burundi. KANGURA-Rwanda
47- Themes of dispossession (by Tutsi
robbers)
48- Code of the Dawn (Implies its opposite
as well. Bringing Hell/Apocalypse on the
Earth)
“I’m going to prepare the apocalypse”
(Bagosora, quote by Linda Melvern:
Conspiracy to Murder)
49- The Tutsi victim = a Degenerate
- Evil:
Habimana Kantano, the most popular
journalist of the Rwandan RTLM (Free
Thousand Hills Radio Television): “These
Tutsi-Inkotanyi belong to such an odd
race. We need to exterminate them all.
Now, let’s rejoice brothers and friends
hutu! All the inkotanyi (tutsi) have been
exterminated; let’s rejoice! God is always
right, in his Supreme justice” (RTLM, July
2, 1994” (Habimana Kantano, on RTLMRwanda, July 2, 1994)
- The Tutsi Victim = a liar, evilinclined cunning fox (book:
“Hugette de BROCQUEVILLE :
Uraho” ; Pierre Pean)

